# iLab: Core Manager Guide

## Resolving Billing Errors
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Resolving VUMC Lab Group Billing Errors

VUMC Lab Group: VUMC Cost Center
1. If a spending amount is populated, delete the amount.
   a. No need to contact the user.

2. Do not adjust expiration date or status. If this is the cause of the billing error, contact the core. The core will contact the user to either request an extension to the current cost center or for a new cost center.
   a. If a new cost center is provided, OOR can update the invoice and re-validate the invoice.

VUMC Lab Group: VUMC Scholarship or Voucher

1. Expiration Date: If scholarship is expired, it cannot be extended. User should provide an alternative payment number.

2. Amount: If remaining amount cannot cover balance of charge, it cannot be increased. User should provide an alternative billing number for amount remaining.
   a. Split the cost of the charge between the two billing numbers.

3. User access to billing number: The user associated with the charge must have access to the billing number in the PI’s lab group fund grid.
   a. To resolve: Grant access for the user to the fund.
Resolving VU Lab Group Billing Errors

VU Lab Group: VU PO Numbers
1. Update expiration date if appropriate. (Confirm with VU the date can be extended).
2. Change Amount to a higher spending limit.
3. Update the status to active if appropriate (Confirm with VU number is active).
   a. Do not re-activate a POET/COA with an invalid format.

VU Lab Group: VUMC Scholarship or Voucher

1. Note Regarding VU users and Scholarships/Vouchers
   a. When a VU users provides a VU billing number (PO) as the alternative billing number to resolve a scholarship/voucher billing error, the order associated with charge line must be changed from the PI’s “Scholarship and Voucher (VUMC) Lab” to the (VU) Lab.

2. Splitting cost of project between scholarship and VU PO:
   a. If the charge needs to be split between a VU billing number and a scholarship/voucher, two orders must be present in the application to allow for the split charge.

   b. On the original order, update the quantity to align with the remaining balance.
      i. You many need to change the charge to a ‘processing status’ to adjust the qty.
      ii. Add a comment to the order to record the justification for the split Qty (i.e., to split the charge between a VU billing number and scholarship/voucher).
      1. Record the other order number for reference.
      iii. Complete the charge for billing.

   c. Enter a new order via charge entry or for the remaining quantity.
      i. Add a comment documenting the split charges and reference the other order number.
      ii. Complete the charge for billing.
3. Splitting cost of a calendar event between scholarship and VU PO:
   a. If the charge needs to be split between a VU billing number and a scholarship/voucher, two calendar events must be present in the application to allow for the split charge.
      i. NOTE: If splitting the charge on a reservation event, adjust the time on the calendar instead of billing via charge entry.

   b. Alternatively, the core can add the instrument hourly rates to the “Service List”.
      i. The original event time should be adjusted to bill the remaining balance of the scholarship.
      ii. Enter a new order via charge entry or for the remaining quantity.
         1. Add a comment documenting the split charges and reference the original calendar event date and time.
         2. Complete the charge for billing.
Resolving Other Lab Group Billing Errors:

VA PO Billing Errors
1. The expiration date and amount are controlled by Office of Research.
2. Do not adjust amounts or expiration dates unless approved by VA – Contact Jessie Pirtle for approval.

Other PO (from all other external user lab groups) Billing Errors
1. Adjust expiration date as needed.
2. If the PO amount is the same amount as the total charges, it will need to be increased by at least $1.00
How do I update the billing number on the invoice to remove the error?:

Overview
Billing errors are generated when invoices are created with missing payment information. The Office of Research will contact the core if billing errors were generated during the monthly closing process.

Events with unresolved billing errors cannot be processed and will be removed from the core’s invoicing file prior to submission to Finance.

Unresolved Billing Errors
Cores will have approximately 24 hours to resolve all billing errors before the Office of Research will need to finalize the month’s invoices and submit all charges to VUMC Finance to meet monthly closing deadlines.

1. All invoices with unresolved billing errors will be detached from the core’s billing event and will not be finalized/ fully invoiced until the following month.
   a. This will allow the core additional time to resolve the billing errors with the invoice.
   b. This will also allow all other core charges to invoice within the current billing cycle.

2. The detached invoice will be automatically included in the next month’s invoicing cycle.
   a. Pending the billing error has been resolved by that time.

Complete the following steps to resolve billing errors.

1. Open the core’s Billing tab to view created billing events.

2. Click Invoices next to the billing event with a status of “Billing Errors”.

![Billing Event Status: Billing Errors](image1)
![Click Invoices to review the billing errors.](image2)
3. The **Invoices page** will display. At the top of the invoices page, click the **Billing Errors** tab to display only the invoices with billing errors.

4. A list of invoices with billing errors will display. Open the invoice by clicking **View Invoice**.

5. **Contact the customer to confirm the billing number** that is appropriate for the invoice.
   a. **Note:** The customer will need to work with their department administrators to either activate a billing number that is currently not in the system or extend the end date of existing center numbers in iLab.
   b. **TIP:** See the first section of the SOP on common errors based on the lab group being billed.
6. Once the billing number has been confirmed, click the payment icon to update the billing number on the invoice.

![Billing Number Update](image1.png)

7. The payment icon menu will display. Select the appropriate billing number from the drop-down menu.
   a. Click Save to confirm changes.

![Select Billing Number](image2.png)

8. After clicking save, click the grey x to close the payment icon menu.

![Close Payment Icon](image3.png)
9. At the top of the invoice click **Back to Core**.

10. **Navigate back to the core’s Billing Errors list.**
    a. (1) Click the core’s **billing tab**.
    b. (2) Click **Invoices** next to the event with “Billing Errors”.
    c. (3) Click the **Billing Errors** Tab.

11. Click the **revalidate** tool to fully remove the billing error.

12. The system will process the revalidation request. Once processed, the invoice will no longer display on the Billing Errors tab. Once all billing errors have been resolved the “**Billing Errors**” tab will no longer display.